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Abstract
Measurements of helicity density matrix elements have been made for the (1020), D

and B

vector mesons in multihadronic Z
0
decays in the OPAL experiment at LEP. Results
for inclusive  produced with high energy show evidence for production preferentially in
the helicity zero state, with 
00
= 0:54 0:08, compared to the value of 1/3 expected for
no spin alignment. The corresponding element for the D

has a value of 0:400:02, also
suggesting a deviation from 1/3. The B

result, with 
00
= 0:36 0:09, is consistent with
no spin alignment. O-diagonal elements have been measured for the  and D

mesons;
for the D

the element Re 
1 1
is non-zero, indicating non-independent fragmentation of
the primary quarks.
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1 Introduction
Relatively little attention has been paid so far to the spin properties of inclusively produced
particles in parton hadronisation at LEP energies. The measurements which have been made
of the polarisation of  and 
b
hyperons [1] are essentially measurements of the polarisations
of the primary s and b quarks from the Z
0
decay. Since in the static quark model the total
spin of a  hyperon is assumed to be that carried by the heaviest of the valence quarks, these
measurements relate primarily to the electroweak structure of the Z
0
production and decay,
and only indirectly to the QCD aspects of the quark hadronisation.
For the J
P
= 1
 
vector mesons however, which are qq systems of total spin one and
orbital angular momentum zero, any alignment of the vector meson spin must arise at least
in part from the hadronisation phase. In the commonly used Monte Carlo models of the
hadronisation, such as the Lund string model [2] and the QCD cluster model [3], the spin
aspects of particle production are essentially ignored. On the other hand, some predictions do
exist [4{9] for the values of spin density matrix elements of inclusively produced vector mesons
in e
+
e
 
annihilation. So far, only the B

has been measured at LEP [10,11] and has been found
to show no preferred spin alignment.
In this paper, measurements are reported of spin density matrix elements for three vector
mesons produced in Z
0
decay at LEP: the (1020) which is studied at large scaled energy,
x
E
> 0:7, where it would be expected to contain a primary s or s quark (x
E
is the ratio of the
meson energy to the beam energy); D

mesons which are studied over the range x
E
> 0:2 and
separated into components due to b quark production and direct c quark fragmentation; and a
mixture of neutral and charged B

mesons which arise from primary b quark fragmentation.
The paper starts with a discussion of the formalism of the spin density matrix and its
relation to the angular distribution of meson decay products. Some theoretical motivation is
then given, together with a summary of experimental results to date. After a brief description
of the OPAL detector, the event and track selections are discussed. Then the measurements
of the spin density matrix for the , D

and B

are covered in separate sections. Finally, the
OPAL results are discussed in the light of previous measurements and theoretical models.
2 Vector meson angular decay distributions
The production and decay properties of particles possessing spin can be described in terms of a
spin density matrix, 
mm
0
, where m and m
0
label the spin components along the quantization
axis. The matrix 
mm
0
is a 3  3 Hermitian matrix with unit trace whose diagonal elements

11
, 
00
and 
 1 1
are the relative intensities of meson spin components  1, 0 or +1. In the
helicity basis, the matrix is usually called the helicity density matrix, and it is denoted 

0
.
The helicity  = 1 and  = 0 states are sometimes called the transverse and longitudinal
polarisation states. It should be noted that a mixture of states, such as for example one
corresponding to 
11
= 
 1 1
= 1=2 and 
00
= 0, with all o-diagonal elements equal to zero,
is unpolarised in the conventional sense, although it is spin aligned. It is common to refer
to 
00
= 1=3 as describing a state of no spin alignment, regardless of the values of 
11
and

 1 1
[4, 12, 13]. A detailed description of the formalism for production and decay of particles
with spin may be found in [14].
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Some or all of the elements of the spin density matrix can be measured using the angular
distribution of the vector meson decay products, although for strong and electromagnetic de-
cays, which conserve parity, it is not possible in the absence of interference eects to measure
separately the values of 
11
and 
 1 1
. In the analysis described here, the density matrix ele-
ments are measured in the meson helicity rest frame, where the quantization axis (the z-axis)
lies along the direction of motion of the meson in the overall centre-of-mass frame (the same
as the laboratory frame at LEP). A common choice [14] of coordinates to dene the azimuthal
decay angle, 
H
, is to take the y-axis as the vector product of the direction of motion of the
vector meson and the e
 
beam direction (the helicity{beam frame). An alternative to the beam
direction is to use the direction of motion of the outgoing quark or antiquark, which can be
estimated from the event thrust axis; this gives the helicity{quark frame [4]. The formalism
which follows is valid for any choice of frame.
For the decay of a vector meson to two pseudoscalars (e.g.  !KK or D

!D), the full
angular distribution in the polar and azimuthal angles, 
H
and 
H
, is given by:
W (cos 
H
; 
H
) =
3
4

1
2
(1  
00
) +
1
2
(3
00
  1) cos
2

H
 Re 
1 1
sin
2

H
cos 2
H
 
1
p
2
Re (
10
  
0 1
) sin 2
H
cos 
H
+Im 
1 1
sin
2

H
sin 2
H
+
1
p
2
Im (
10
  
0 1
) sin 2
H
sin 
H

(1)
which depends on ve independent combinations of density matrix elements. After integration
over 
H
one has:
W (cos 
H
) =
3
4
h
(1  
00
) + (3
00
  1) cos
2

H
i
: (2)
This distribution is isotropic for no spin alignment (
00
= 1=3), and is proportional to sin
2

H
for helicity 1 states and to cos
2

H
for helicity 0 states.
After integration over cos 
H
[15], the element 
1 1
may be measured from:
W (jj) = (2=) [1 + 2Re 
1 1
cos 2jj ]; (3)
where  = j
H
j   =2, and
W (jj) = (2=) [1 + 2 Im 
1 1
cos 2jj ]; (4)
where  = j
H
+ =4j   =2.
Two asymmetries can be calculated [15] which depend on Re (
10
 
0 1
) and Im(
10
 
0 1
):
Re (
10
  
0 1
) =  

2
p
2
N(sin 2
H
cos 
H
> 0) N(sin 2
H
cos
H
< 0)
N(sin 2
H
cos
H
> 0) +N(sin 2
H
cos 
H
< 0)
; (5)
Im(
10
  
0 1
) =

2
p
2
N(sin 2
H
sin 
H
> 0) N(sin 2
H
sin 
H
< 0)
N(sin 2
H
sin 
H
> 0) +N(sin 2
H
sin 
H
< 0)
; (6)
where N corresponds to the number of events in the given angular range.
For the electromagnetic decay of a vector meson to a pseudoscalar plus vector, such as
B

!B, the distribution, assuming imaginary parts of o-diagonal elements to be zero, is [8]:
W (cos 
H
; 
H
) =
1
4

1  
3
00
  1
4
(3 cos
2

H
  1) +
3
2
Re
1 1
sin
2

H
cos 2
H
+
3
p
2
2
Re
10
sin 2
H
cos 
H

(7)
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which may again be integrated over the polar or azimuthal angles. Thus, the distribution in
the polar angle is:
W (cos 
H
) =
1
2

1  
3
00
  1
4
(3 cos
2

H
  1)

: (8)
The distribution in this case is proportional to 1 + cos
2

H
for helicity 1 states and to sin
2

H
for helicity 0 states.
3 Models of vector meson production in hadronisation
In the present study, (1020) mesons are analysed at values of x
E
> 0:7 where they may be
expected (from the valence dominance hypothesis [16]) to contain a primary quark or antiquark
from the Z
0
decay. In the case of the D

mesons, the signal is separated into a component from
decays of bottom hadrons and one coming from primary charm quarks. The latter type will
contain a primary quark although some D

mesons will be decay products of other charm
hadrons. The B

mesons will almost all contain a primary quark, although again some will be
decay products.
A number of models place limits on the values of 
00
in the helicity frame. Simple statistical
models [4, 5] based on spin counting assume that the fragmentation process produces extra
quark{antiquark pairs with all helicity states being equally probable. If the spin of the primary
quark is parallel to that of the secondary antiquark, a vector meson is produced with helicity
 = 1. If the spins are antiparallel, either a pseudoscalar meson is produced with a probability
f , or a vector meson with a probability 1   f . In this model 
00
= (1   f)=(2   f), with a
physical range of 0 < 
00
< 0:5 [4]. In terms of P=V , the ratio of pseudoscalar to vector meson
production, the model gives 
00
=
1
2
(1   (P=V )).
In a picture based on heavy quark eective theory [6], the light quarks in D

and B

mesons
from heavy quark fragmentation are equally likely to be aligned along either direction relative
to the fragmentation axis. This arises from parity conservation. In this theory P=V = 1=3,
resulting in an expectation of 
00
= 1=3.
A QCD-inspired model [7] describes the fragmentation process as the emission of soft gluons
from the fast primary quark. These gluons decay into quark{antiquark pairs. At the end of the
fragmentation chain one of the soft antiquarks combines with the fast quark to form a vector
meson. The soft antiquark preferentially has the same helicity as the quark, corresponding to

00
= 0 for the vector meson.
Another model [4] describes the production of vector mesons through the channel q! qV,
with the vector meson coupling to the quark like a vector current. In this case, the helicity-
conserving vector current ensures that the vector meson is always produced with  = 0, corre-
sponding to 
00
= 1.
Some models make predictions about the behaviour of the o-diagonal elements of the
spin density matrix [8, 9]. Non-zero o-diagonal elements may arise if the momentum of the
meson is not parallel to that of the primary quark [17]. From the general properties of helicity
amplitudes these elements are expected to be proportional to some power of (p
T
=p), where
p
T
is the transverse momentum of the meson with respect to the primary quark and p is the
meson momentum [4]. With typical values of p
T
 400 MeV/c and the relatively large energies
of the mesons in the present study, this contribution is expected to be small (< 0:02 for all
6
elements). In the incoherent class of models, where the fragmentation of the quark proceeds
independently of the antiquark, the density matrices of the quark and antiquark are diagonal in
the limit p
T
! 0 [8]. O-diagonal elements generated by transverse momentum will then only
be observable in frames referred to the internal properties of the jet, such as the helicity{quark
frame. Values in the helicity{beam frame are expected to fall as a power of
p
s, and to be
negligible at LEP energies [4].
Coherent models predict non-zero values for the o-diagonal elements even in the limit
p
T
! 0. In the coherent approach, nal-state interactions between the primary quark and
antiquark are taken into account. For parity-conserving pure photon exchange (
p
s  M
Z
0
),
it has been shown [8] that the real component of the element 
1 1
can be non-zero. Close to
the Z
0
resonance (
p
s ' M
Z
0
), the parity violating nature of the weak interaction also allows
the imaginary component of 
1 1
to be non-zero [9]. However, the imaginary component will
be smaller than the real one by a factor of order 10
 3
[9, 18]. (In the following analysis, the
imaginary component of 
1 1
is assumed to be zero for the D

, but is measured for the  as
a check of procedures, and found to be zero). O-diagonal elements generated by transverse
momentum are expected to scale as a power of p
T
=p as in the incoherent case, although it is an
open question as to whether these elements should be observable in the helicity{beam frame or
the helicity{quark frame.
4 Results from other experiments
A number of experiments have measured helicity matrix elements for D

mesons produced
in e
+
e
 
collisions at energies up to
p
s = 29 GeV [12, 13, 19]. The results are summarized in
Table 1, where all results are determined in the helicity{beam frame. No strong evidence either
for spin alignment (
00
6= 1=3) or for coherence properties (

0
6= 0 for  6= 
0
) was found.
In addition, results were presented in [12] for o-diagonal elements determined in the helicity{
quark frame. These elements were found to be consistent with zero, although there was some
indication that the magnitude of the elements increased with the transverse momentum of the
D

with respect to the jet. The spin alignment has also been measured for the production of
D

in collisions of a 
 
beam with a xed copper target [20]. The results were consistent with

00
= 1=3. Recently some measurements, also shown in Table 1, have been reported for B

production at LEP, indicating no evidence for any spin alignment.
Other experiments have measured the density matrix for (770)
0
mesons produced inclu-
sively in deep inelastic electron [21] and neutrino [15, 22] scattering. Results from this class
of experiment indicate that the (770)
0
is produced with the helicity{zero state preferentially
occupied.
5 The OPAL Detector
A complete description of the OPAL detector can be found in [23]. Tracking of charged particles
is performed in a central detector, consisting of two layers of silicon microvertex detectors [24],
a high-precision vertex drift chamber, a large-volume jet chamber, and a set of drift chambers
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Reaction Energy (
p
s) Element Result
e
+
e
 
! D

X [13] 10.5 GeV 
00
0:36 0:01 0:01
e
+
e
 
! D

X [12] 29 GeV 
00
0:37 0:04
Re 
1 1
0:04 0:03
Re 
10
0:00 0:01
e
+
e
 
! D

X [19] 29 GeV 
00
0:30 0:04 0:01
Re 
1 1
0:01 0:03 0:00
Re 
10
0:03 0:03 0:00
e
+
e
 
! B

X [10] M
Z
0 
00
0:32 0:04 0:03
e
+
e
 
! B

X [11] M
Z
0 
00
0:33 0:06 0:05
Table 1: Measured values for elements of the helicity density matrix of D

and B

vector
mesons from e
+
e
 
annihilation.
which measure the coordinates of tracks along the direction of the beam (z-chambers)
1
. The
central detector is contained inside a solenoidal magnet producing a homogeneous axial eld
of 0:435 T. High precision reconstruction of secondary vertices is possible using the silicon
microvertex detector, which covers polar angles j cos j < 0:83 with at least one layer of silicon
detectors, or j cos j < 0:77 with two layers. Charged particle tracking is possible over nearly
the full solid angle up to j cos j = 0:98. Particle identication for charged particles is performed
using the specic energy loss, dE=dx, in the jet chamber [25].
The magnet coil is surrounded by a time-of-ight scintillator counter array and a lead
glass electromagnetic calorimeter. A presampler is installed between these components which
allows an improvement of the measurement of the longitudinal shower development and spatial
resolution for showers which started in the magnet coil, and provides an additional space point
on tracks leaving the central tracking system. The magnet return yoke is instrumented with
nine layers of limited streamer tubes and serves as a hadron calorimeter. Outside the hadron
calorimeter 93% of the solid angle is covered by at least 2 layers of muon chambers.
6 Event selection and Monte Carlo simulation
The analyses are based on about four million hadronic events collected with the OPAL detector
on and around the Z
0
pole between 1990 and 1995. Hadronic Z
0
decays were selected using
requirements on the number of reconstructed charged tracks and the energy deposited in the
electromagnetic calorimeter. A detailed description of the criteria is given in [26]. For the
D

analysis, charged tracks and electromagnetic clusters unassociated to a charged track were
combined into jets using the invariant mass algorithm with the E0 recombination scheme [27].
Within this algorithm, jets are dened by x
min
 y
cut
E
2
vis
= 49 GeV
2
, where E
vis
is the total
1
The OPAL coordinate system is dened with the z-axis following the electron beam direction. The polar
angle  is dened relative to this axis, and r and  are the usual cylindrical polar coordinates.
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visible energy and y
cut
is dened in [27]. For the B

analysis, jets were formed with charged
tracks and unassociated electromagnetic clusters using a cone jet nding algorithm [28].
The events were divided into two hemispheres by the plane perpendicular to the direction
of the thrust axis, calculated from charged tracks and neutral clusters unassociated to charged
tracks. The primary vertex was reconstructed from the charged tracks, with the average beam
position and the spread of the e
+
e
 
collision point used as an additional constraint.
To check analysis procedures and correct for detector ineciencies and biases, 7 million
hadronic decays of the Z
0
were simulated using the JETSET 7.4 Monte Carlo model [29] with
parameters tuned to represent OPAL data [30]. No spin alignment was imposed on any particles,
other than those which may arise naturally from certain decay chains (as discussed in Sect. 7.4);
these are implemented by default in the program. For the  analysis, 2 million of these events
were used to evaluate the eciency of the event selection. To enable precise eciency corrections
to be made for  mesons at large momentum, a second sample of 40 000 events was produced
containing  mesons with generated scaled energy x
E
> 0:64. This increased the Monte Carlo
statistics for (1020) with measured x
E
> 0:7 by a factor of about 14.5 with respect to the
general purpose Monte Carlo sample. For the D

analysis, a number of special samples were
used to study specic decays, which corresponded to an additional 20 million hadronic Z
0
decays. In all samples heavy quark fragmentation was modelled following Peterson et al. [31].
All samples were passed through a detailed simulation of the OPAL detector [32] before being
analysed with the same programs as for data.
7 The (1020) analysis
7.1 The  event reconstruction and selection
The (1020) analysis used the data from the years up to 1994, giving a total of 3.5 million
events. In each event, the cosine of the angle between the thrust and beam axes was required
to be less than 0:9. The (1020) was reconstructed in its K
+
K
 
decay mode. The charged
kaons were selected using the measured ionization energy loss (dE/dx) in the jet chamber with
each track required to have at least 20 hits used for the measurement. A full description of the
dE/dx measurement in OPAL can be found in [25]. The algorithm used for selecting charged
kaons followed that of [33, 34]. A 
2
probability, or dE/dx weight, was calculated for four
candidate particle types (electrons, pions, kaons and protons). The track was considered to be
a kaon if the 
2
probability was above 0.05 and was greater than those of the other particle
hypotheses. Only  mesons with x
E
> 0:7 were considered for the analysis.
7.2 Measurement of the spin density matrix
The two-particle invariant masses and the decay angles cos 
H
and 
H
were evaluated for all
pairs of oppositely charged kaon candidates with total x
E
greater than 0.7. To determine the
9
elements 
00
; Re 
1 1
and Im
1 1
the invariant masses were plotted in three equal bins of each
of j cos 
H
j, jj and jj (as dened in Sect. 2).
The  intensity in each bin was measured by tting the mass spectra to the sum of a signal
shape, taken from the Monte Carlo sample with the same cuts and particle identication as
in the data, plus a quadratic function for the background. The t was performed using a
binned maximum-likelihood technique which correctly accounted for the nite Monte Carlo
statistics [35], with the normalization of the background and the signal as free parameters. The
ts for three bins of j cos 
H
j are shown in Fig. 1.
Corrections for detector eects, including geometrical acceptance, reconstruction eciency
and detector resolution were calculated from the Monte Carlo samples. The corrected dieren-
tial rates in j cos 
H
j, jj and jj are shown in Fig. 2. All rates are corrected for the branching
ratio to K
+
K
 
, although the error on the branching ratio is not included since it is correlated
over all bins. The data have been tted to the appropriate angular distributions (equations 2,
3 and 4) with the relevant density matrix element and the normalization as free parameters.
The elements Re (
10
 
0 1
) and Im(
10
 
0 1
) were calculated directly from the asymmetries
(equations 5 and 6). The elements of the density matrix determined in this manner for all 
at x
E
> 0:7 are summarized in Table 2.
7.3 Systematic errors
To calculate systematic errors on the  density matrix elements, the following eects were
studied:
 To determine systematic errors arising from the tting of the mass spectra, two alternative
parametrizations of the background were used, a Weibull Function [36] and the product
of a linear function and an exponential. Fits were also performed with the mass range
extended to 1.072 GeV. The tted number of (1020) mesons per bin changed by up
to 4%. However this shift was generally the same in all of the bins of a given angular
distribution and so had only a small eect on the values of the density matrix elements.
The maximum deviation on any of the ve elements, 0.01, was taken as the systematic
error for all elements.
 Because of bin migration eects arising from nite resolution, the detector corrections
could bias [37] the corrected data distribution towards the original distribution in the
Monte Carlo sample, which in this case is an isotropic decay distribution. Systematic
eects also appear in the  meson signal shapes used in the mass ts since, after detector
eects, these depend on decay angles.
To evaluate the magnitude of these eects, weights were applied to each (1020) ! K
+
K
 
decay in the Monte Carlo sample according to the values of the decay angles before detec-
tor simulation. Five weights were applied, corresponding to the independent parameters
in the decay angular distribution, equation 1. The weighted Monte Carlo could then be
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used to form signal shapes for the ts to the mass spectrum and to calculate corrections
for detector eects.
Each of the ve weights was varied in turn within three standard deviations using the
values of the matrix elements and their errors already determined. The full tting and
correction procedure was then performed again for each of the ve matrix elements. A
systematic error for each element was estimated by combining in quadrature the deviations
from the value listed in Table 2 caused by varying each of the ve weights. The errors on
each element were found to be comparable and the largest estimate of 0.02 was assigned
as the systematic error for all ve elements.
 To account for dierences between the fragmentation function in the data and the Monte
Carlo sample, the (1020) rate was determined separately in the x
E
ranges 0:7 < x
E
<
0:754, 0:754 < x
E
< 0:827 and x
E
> 0:827. The ratios of the data to Monte Carlo rates
were then used to weight the Monte Carlo according to the generator-level value of x
E
.
The determination of the spin density matrix was then repeated. The changes in the
measurements of the density matrix elements were small, and the largest deviation, 0.01,
was again taken as a conservative estimate of the systematic error on all elements.
 To evaluate any systematic errors due to dierences in the treatment of dE/dx in the
data and Monte Carlo, the cut on the minimum number of dE/dx hits on each track
was increased from 20 to 40. The eect of changing this cut has some dependence on the
angles 
H
and 
H
, while other possible systematic biases in dE/dx would aect only the
overall normalisation of the cross section. The change represented a 15% reduction in
the reconstruction eciency for high-x
E
(1020) mesons. The determination of the spin
density matrix was repeated and the elements of the density matrix were found to deviate
on average by 0.04 from those listed in Table 2; this was assigned as the systematic error
on all the elements.
 Small dierences in tracking resolution between data and Monte Carlo, in both the track
angle  and the distance of closest approach to the vertex were accounted for by degra-
ding the detector performance in the Monte Carlo. The determination of all spin density
matrix elements was then repeated, and the typical shift was found to be 0.01.
A summary of the systematic errors is given in Table 3, and the nal results for the spin
density matrix in the helicity{beam frame are given in Table 2.
7.4 Contributions to (1020) production from particle decays
Spin-aligned, high-x
E
(1020) mesons may arise from charmed particle decays of the type P
0
!
P
1
(1020) ! P
1
K
+
K
 
, where P
0
and P
1
are pseudoscalar mesons. In this case, the angular
distribution of the  decay products in the  rest frame follows a cos
2
 distribution with respect
to the P
0
direction. This gives rise to a large value of 
00
in the helicity frame. To understand
the role of spin in the direct hadronisation process, the measured matrix elements have been
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Element All  Primary  p
T
> 1:2 GeV/c
Helicity{beam frame Helicity{beam frame Helicity{quark frame

00
0:54  0:06  0:05 0:53  0:06 0:05 0:56 0:09  0:05
Re 
1 1
 0:11  0:05  0:05  0:11  0:05 0:05  0:12 0:14  0:05
Im 
1 1
0:06  0:05  0:05 0:06  0:05 0:05 0:07 0:13  0:05
Re (
10
  
0 1
) 0:03  0:08  0:05 0:04  0:08 0:05  0:12 0:17  0:05
Im (
10
  
0 1
)  0:04  0:08  0:05 0:04  0:08 0:05 0:19 0:16  0:05
Table 2: Measured helicity density matrix elements for  mesons at x
E
> 0:7. The rst errors
are statistical and the second systematic.
Source Error
dE/dx eciencies 0.04
Bin migration 0.02
x
E
distribution 0.01
Tracking 0.01
Fitting of mass distributions 0.01
Total 0.05
Table 3: Summary of systematic errors on the (1020) helicity density matrix elements.
corrected to take account of such decays, using the Monte Carlo simulation with measured
charmed particle rates from data [38]. The dominant process is D

s
! (1020)

, while
D

! (1020)

and D
0
! (1020)K
0
also contribute. Table 2 gives the values for primary
 mesons, with statistical and systematic errors, after removal of these charm contributions
(which account for only 5% of the total  production at x
E
> 0:7). The contribution from
errors in the production rates of the charmed particles and their branching ratios to modes
containing (1020) are much smaller than the systematic errors already present on the matrix
elements.
7.5 Analysis in the helicity{quark frame
If hadronisation is described by independent fragmentation of partons, any correlation of the
vector-meson production dynamics with the beam direction will be lost [4]. However, corre-
lations may still exist with the direction of motion, directly after the decay of the Z
0
, of the
quark or antiquark initiating the jet containing the (1020). A more appropriate choice of the
x{y plane is then that containing the momentum vectors of the quark and the vector meson,
with the x-axis directed towards the quark (the helicity{quark frame). O-diagonal helicity
matrix elements generated by the transverse momentum of the vector meson with respect to
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the original quark direction may be observable in this frame.
The initial direction of motion of the quark is estimated from the thrust axis, signed so that
the angle between the high energy (1020) and the thrust axis is less than 90

. Monte Carlo
studies show this to be a better estimate of the initial quark direction than the sphericity axis
or the jet axis taken from jet-nding algorithms.
If the angle between the thrust axis and the vector meson direction is small, experimental
errors make the x and y axes ill-dened. For this reason, a cut was imposed on the transverse
momentum of the  with respect to the thrust axis, p
T
> 1:2 GeV/c. The resolution on the
azimuthal angle 
H
in the helicity{quark frame is nevertheless still poorer than in the helicity{
beam frame, increasing the signicance of bin migration eects.
The increase in the importance of bin-migration eects means that the results are sensitive
to the angular distributions in the Monte Carlo sample used to correct the data. To account
for this, an iterative procedure was adopted. Each element of the density matrix in turn was
rst determined as before using correction factors taken from the unweighted Monte Carlo
sample. The result was then used to weight the Monte Carlo distribution at the generator level
towards the measured data distribution, yielding new correction factors which were applied
to the data. New ts were then made to the data and the procedure was iterated until the
measurements converged, dened as being when the change in the data value was less than
10% of the statistical error.
The statistical errors were corrected in a similar fashion. The above determination of the
matrix element yields a value and associated one standard deviation error. The value at the
upper error limit was then used to weight the Monte Carlo, obtaining a new estimate of the
upper error limit. Again, the procedure was iterated until the estimate of the upper error limit
converged. The procedure was repeated for the lower error limit.
The resulting values of the spin density matrix elements are given in the nal column of
Table 2. There is no indication, within rather large errors, of non-zero values for o-diagonal
elements. The element 
00
is compatible with that measured for the full data sample, suggesting
that 
00
does not depend signicantly on p
T
.
8 The D

analysis
8.1 The D

event selection
In the D

analysis, which used all the data for the years 1990 to 1995, the following decay chain
and its charge conjugate were searched for:
D
+
! D
0

+
s

! K
 

+
,
where 
s
denotes a slow, low-momentum pion. The track quality cuts, as well as the method of
reconstructing the D

candidates, and the selection cuts applied to these, have been described
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in previous OPAL publications [39, 40]. Candidates were selected by using all combinations of
tracks which passed the track quality cuts. Two oppositely charged tracks were combined for
the D
0
candidate, with one of them assumed to be a kaon and the other a pion. To form the
D

candidate, a third track was added as the slow pion if its charge was the same as that of
the assumed pion in the D
0
decay. The candidates were required to lie in the the mass range,
1790 MeV=c
2
< M
cand
D
0
< 1940 MeV=c
2
, and only those combinations with x
E
> 0:2 were used
in the analysis. The D

signal was identied as the expected peak at about 145 MeV/c
2
in the
spectrum of the mass dierence M =M
cand
D

 M
cand
D
0
.
8.2 Determination of the background fraction
The data were used to determine the background in the mass dierence spectrum. Three event
samples were used:
 wrong-charge candidates were selected by requiring that the charges of both tracks
of the D
0
candidate decay products be equal, and the charge of the slow pion candidate
track be of opposite sign;
 reected pion candidates were constructed by selecting a slow pion candidate track
from the hemisphere opposite to a normal D
0
candidate and adding it to the event after
reecting it about the origin;
 reected pion wrong-charge candidates required both a wrong-charge D
0
candidate
and a reected pion.
These samples were added together and their mass dierence M distribution was normalized
to the D

candidate distribution in the sideband region 160 MeV=c
2
< M < 200 MeV=c
2
.
The M distribution for D

candidates with the background superimposed is shown in Fig. 3.
The number of candidate and background events was determined in bins of x
E
by counting
the entries in a M window, 142 MeV=c
2
< M < 149 MeV=c
2
, in both the candidate and
background distributions. The number of D

mesons was obtained by subtracting one from the
other. The numbers and the background fractions, f
bgd
= N
bgd
i
=N
cand
i
, are given in Table 4.
This procedure, when applied to the Monte Carlo, reproduces well the true background. The
nal number of background-subtracted D

candidates was 5959  104.
8.3 Separation method for b! D

and c! D

Nearly all D

mesons are produced in bottom and charm decays. An analysis attempting to
study properties of the charm quark therefore has to separate these components. The avour
separation method described below uses bottom and charm fractions as a function of scaled
energy x
E
, combined with lifetime information, in order to calculate event probability weights.
These probabilities were then used in the ts to obtain the helicity matrix element 
00
.
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xE
N
cand
N
bgd
N
D

f
bgd
0.2-0.3 3271 1911  27 1360  63 0.584  0.013
0.3-0.4 1960 792  17 1168  48 0.404  0.013
0.4-0.5 1322 301  11 1021  38 0.228  0.010
0.5-0.6 1363 329  11 1034  39 0.241  0.010
0.6-0.7 855 146  7 709  30 0.171  0.010
0.7-0.8 501 56  4 446  23 0.112  0.010
0.8-0.9 213 19  2 194  15 0.089  0.012
0.9-1.0 31 3  1 28  6 0.097  0.030
Table 4: Number of D

candidates (N
cand
) reconstructed as a function of x
E
, together with the
background (N
bgd
) and the background subtracted numbers (N
D

). The error quoted for the number
of D

mesons is the total statistical error of the sample,
q
N
cand
+ 
2
N
bgd
. The errors on the background
and f
bgd
are statistical only.
The fractions of c! D

and b! D

were determined in a previous OPAL publication [40],
as a function of x
E
. There, the decays of charm quarks were separated from those of bottom
quarks by a combination of b-tagging methods using leptons, jet shape variables, and lifetime
information, in a fragmentation function independent analysis. The b fractions, f
b
(x
E
), are
listed in Table 5.
x
E
f
b
 
stat

sys
0.2-0.3 0.7050.0530.056
0.3-0.4 0.7960.0560.053
0.4-0.5 0.6230.0550.045
0.5-0.6 0.3160.0530.039
0.6-0.7 0.1430.0520.043
0.7-0.8 0.0050.0470.049
0.8-0.9 0.0580.0800.044
0.9-1.0 0.3400.2600.059
Table 5: Bottom fractions per x
E
bin, with their statistical and systematic errors [40].
The lifetime information for the weight calculation was evaluated using decay length sig-
nicance distributions. For each jet in the event, a secondary vertex was reconstructed by an
iterative procedure. A decay length was calculated between this vertex and the primary vertex
in the event, in a plane perpendicular to the beam direction. The decay length signicance was
calculated for the D

jet, d=
d
s
, and for the highest energy jet not containing the D

, d=
d
o
.
The event-by-event weights for the signal and background were determined using d=
d
s
, while
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the charm and bottom weights were calculated using d=
d
o
. In this case, the jet containing
the D

candidate was not used because lifetime information in this jet is sensitive to the time
dependent mixing in the B system. The measurement of the decay length signicance, d=  ,
in a specic event was compared to the expected distributions for signal, background, bottom
and charm events, and a probability for this measurement was calculated. This method has
been described in detail in [39].
As far as possible, real data were used to calculate the probabilities. The functions L(
i
jx
i
)
were used, which are the probability density functions of the decay length signicances, where
x
i
is the scaled energy (x
E
) of the candidate. The distributions for all candidates, L
cand
(jx),
and for background events, L
bgd
(jx) were taken directly from the data sample distributions.
The background distributions were estimated from the reected candidates found in the M
region, 140 MeV=c
2
< M < 200 MeV=c
2
. The weights for an event to be signal or background
were calculated using:
w
sig
(
i
jx
i
) =
L
cand
(
i
jx
i
)  f
bgd
(x
i
)  L
bgd
(
i
jx
i
)
L
cand
(
i
jx
i
)
= 1   w
bgd
(
i
jx
i
) : (9)
The fractions f
bgd
(x) are taken from Table 4.
Monte Carlo simulation was used to predict the equivalent distributions for bottom and
charm events, L
c
() and L
b
(). These are the probability density functions for the highest
energy jet not containing the D

. It was assumed that the lifetime information in this jet was
unbiased with respect to the D

momentum. Samples of approximately 100 000 b

b! D

and
100 000 cc! D

Monte Carlo events were used in the selected channel. The weights are given
by:
w
b
(
i
jx
i
) =
f
b
(x
i
)L
b
(
i
)
f
b
(x
i
)L
b
(
i
) + f
c
(x
i
)L
c
(
i
)
= 1  w
c
(
i
jx
i
) : (10)
The quantities f
b
(x
i
) and f
c
(x
i
)(= 1  f
b
(x
i
)) are the fractions of bottom and charm events in
the sample, taken from Table 5.
8.4 Measurement of 
00
The measurement of the spin alignment was done in terms of the parameter  dened by
 = (3
00
  1)=(1   
00
), which was extracted from the data using an unbinned log-likelihood
t. Since it is possible that b ! D

and background events may produce structure in the
cos 
H
distribution, it was necessary to separate the avour components. The technique and
the likelihood function are described in the rst part of this section. The t and its results are
discussed in the second part.
The angle 
H
, which is the angle of the slow pion in the D

rest frame, is measured with
respect to the D

direction in the laboratory. The logarithm of the likelihood function is a sum
which runs over all candidates i considered:
logL =
X
i
log (L
i
=N
i
) ; (11)
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whereN
i
is the likelihood normalization calculated for each event. The observed spin alignment
parameter has contributions from bottom, charm and background events, and the likelihood
function is parametrized following equation 2:
L
i
=
n
1 +
h
w
i
sig
(w
i
b

b
+ w
i
c

c
) + w
i
bgd

bgd
i
cos
2

i
H
o
; (12)
where the w
i
are the individual event weights for a D

meson to originate from the source
indicated, and 
c
, 
b
and 
bgd
are the free parameters in the t. Because of limited statistics,
the  parameters were taken to be independent of x
E
. The normalization N
i
is obtained by
integrating L
i
with respect to cos 
i
H
over the whole range of values, from  1 to +1: N
i
=
2f1 + [w
i
sig
(w
i
b

b
+ w
i
c

c
) + w
i
bgd

bgd
]=3g : Monte Carlo studies have shown that the eciencies
have no signicant dependence on cos 
H
since the momentum of the slow pion in the D

rest
frame is suciently small that its laboratory momentum is relatively insensitive to the decay
angle.
In addition to the D

candidate events entering the t, wrong-charge events which passed all
the D

selection cuts and were found within the M window were used to improve the tting
of the background component. Monte Carlo studies have shown that these events simulate well
the spin alignment of the background. Fitting only these background events yielded a spin
alignment parameter of 
bgd
=  0:02 0:05 (stat), which is consistent with zero.
The data were tted to extract simultaneously values of 
c
, 
b
and 
bgd
, with the results:

c
= 0:31  0:11

b
= 0:02  0:12

bgd
=  0:04  0:05 ;
where the error quoted is statistical. The t was found to be stable as the initial input  values
and the step sizes were varied. The likelihood function was scanned for the 3 parameters,
and clear well-behaved minima were obtained. The value of 
c
translates into a value for

c
00
= (1 + 
c
)=(3 + 
c
) of:

c
00
= 0:40 0:02 ;
where the superscript on 
c
00
indicates that this result is for the charm component of the sample.
In Fig. 4 the D

candidate cos 
H
distribution is shown. The result of the 3-parameter log-
likelihood t is superimposed (and should not be confused with a direct t to the distribution).
8.5 Measurement of Re
1 1
The real component of the o-diagonal element 
1 1
is expected to be an order of magnitude
smaller than 
00
. The imaginary component is assumed to be negligible with respect to the
real component, as discussed in Sect. 3 and conrmed for the  meson by the measurements.
A non-zero value of the real component would be a clear indication of nal-state interactions
between the primary quark and antiquark, also known as coherence eects [8]. As discussed in
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Sect. 2 this element can be measured by studying the azimuthal distribution of the 
s
in a plane
perpendicular to the D

direction, with respect to a reference axis. The angle  = j
H
j   =2
in the helicity{beam frame (see Sect. 2) was measured in this analysis.
The expected angular distribution is given by equation 3. Since the value of Re 
1 1
is
expected to be small, a t to the jj distribution was performed, as in the  analysis, rather
than using the full likelihood t. The D

candidates with x
E
> 0:5 were used, thus increasing
the charm purity of the sample to 81  4%, and the jj distribution was tted over the range
0 to =2 to the expected angular distribution. A t was also performed to the background-
subtracted sample, where the background was determined as described in Sect. 8.2.
The background events were tted separately in a log-likelihood t similar to the one per-
formed for the 
00
analysis, for both data and Monte Carlo. The t results, Re 
bgd
1 1
(data) =
 0:009  0:012 and Re 
bgd
1 1
(MC) = 0:010  0:011 are consistent with a zero value for Re 
1 1
.
For the background-subtracted D

candidates, the t to the Monte Carlo events, where a
null value is expected, gave Re
MC
1 1
=  0:003  0:011. For the data, Re
1 1
was measured to
be:
Re 
1 1
=  0:039  0:014 ;
where the error quoted is statistical. The t to the background-subtracted data is shown in
Fig. 5.
8.6 Systematic errors
The set of systematic errors which are specically related to the log-likelihood t discussed
previously only apply to the 
c
measurement associated to 
c
00
. The error related to the back-
ground determination applies to both the Re 
1 1
and 
c
00
measurements. The following sources
were considered:
 The background was estimated using the technique described in Sect. 8.2. The systematic
error of this method was evaluated using the full Monte Carlo sample of events, by
comparing the true background to the estimated background. In the case of the 
c
00
measurement, this aects the calculation of the weights entering the log-likelihood t. In
the Re 
1 1
case, it aects the background subtraction.
 The f
b
(x
E
) fractions were varied within their statistical and systematic errors, and the
dierences in the result of the t were used to estimate the systematic errors on 
c
, 
b
and 
bgd
.
 The background fractions f
bgd
(x
E
) were varied within their errors to determine the sys-
tematic error on the tted .
 The bottom and charm weights were determined with a limited number of Monte Carlo
events; the associated statistical error was taken into account.
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 The B
0
lifetime has been measured precisely: 
B
0
= 1:57  0:08 ps [41]. The b

b ! D

Monte Carlo events used to determine the bottom weights w
b
were reweighted within the
limits of the measured B lifetime, and the t was repeated with these new weights.
 The bottom and charm Monte Carlo events were generated with a Peterson fragmentation
function, using the parameters, 
c
= 0:046 and 
b
= 0:0057, corresponding to mean scaled
energies < x
E
> of 0:508 and 0:700 respectively. The Monte Carlo events were reweighted
within the limits, 0:0038 < 
b
< 0:0085 [42] and 0:03 < 
c
< 0:07, as experimentally
measured [43, 44]. The dierent sets of weights were then used to recalculate the tted
 values.
 Approximately 22% of the data events do not contain track information from the silicon
microvertex detector. This ratio must be reproduced in the bottom and charm Monte
Carlo samples used to calculate the w
c
and w
b
weights. In eect, the decay length
signicance distributions are sensitive to the merging eciencies for track reconstruction.
The Monte Carlo samples were reweighted for this ratio of non-silicon to silicon events,
and the t was performed with the avour separation weights determined using these
reweighted Monte Carlo samples.
 It has been observed that the t systematically underestimates 
c
by approximately 10%,
although the eect on the nal 
c
00
value is small. This shift is present in Monte Carlo
studies, and it is believed to originate from the lack of statistics. These studies show that
the size of the bias depends on the number of events in the sample. This was applied
as a correction to the tted value of 
c
. The full systematic shift was also taken as the
systematic error.
A list of all systematic errors is given in Table 6.
Systematic error source (
c
) (
b
) (
bgd
) (
c
00
) (Re 
1 1
)
Background determination 0.013 0.018 0.001 0.003 0.007
Error on f
b
fraction 0.027 0.014 0.001 0.005 -
Error on f
bgd
0.031 0.010 0.001 0.006 -
Monte Carlo statistics 0.001 0.013 0.001 0.000 -
B lifetime 0.004 0.006 0.001 0.001 -
Heavy avour fragmentation 0.016 0.013 0.004 0.003 -
Merging eciency 0.002 0.005 0.001 0.000 -
Fit systematics 0.029 0.024 0.002 0.006 -
Total 0.055 0.040 0.005 0.011 0.007
Table 6: List of the systematic errors in the D

analysis for the  parameters, 
c
00
and Re 
1 1
.
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8.7 Summary of D

results
The spin density matrix elements 
00
and Re 
1 1
were measured for D

mesons using 5959104
D

candidate events. In the Re 
1 1
case, only candidates with x
E
> 0:5 were considered. The
results are:

c
00
= 0:40 0:02  0:01
Re 
1 1
=  0:039 0:014  0:007
where the errors are statistical and systematic. The 
00
matrix element was evaluated in a
three parameter t, separately for c ! D

, b ! D

and background events, and 
c
00
is the
value obtained specically for the charm component of the sample. This includes both directly
produced D

mesons and those from excited charm hadron decays.
9 The B

analysis
Full details of the study of B

meson production in OPAL have recently been reported else-
where [45]; there the spin alignment result is presented in terms of relative contributions of
transverse and longitudinal polarisation states and is compared to similar measurements by
other LEP experiments. In the present paper, the measurement is discussed using the formal-
ism of the helicity density matrix, and is compared to the results obtained for the  and D

mesons.
From the sample of 4.1 million events taken during 1991-95, a total of 1894 B

meson
candidates were reconstructed in the decay B

! B. The B mesons were reconstructed
inclusively in jets containing a secondary vertex, reconstructed as described in [46]. The energy
of the B meson was estimated by using the weighted sum of the momenta of charged particles
associated to the secondary vertex, where the weights were functions of the track momenta and
impact parameters with respect to the primary and secondary vertices. Unassociated energy in
the electromagnetic calorimeters was added, after scaling, if it lay within a narrow cone about
an initial proposed B direction determined using the charged tracks. The B direction was
then estimated using the azimuthal angle of the direction from the primary to the secondary
vertex, and the polar angle of the vector sum of the track and electromagnetic cluster momenta
assigned to the B. The sample thus obtained included charged and neutral B meson candidates.
The photons from B

decay, which have laboratory momentum below 800 MeV/c, were
identied by their conversion in the material of the OPAL detector. Such photons, consistent
with coming from the primary vertex, were combined with all B candidates in the same event
hemisphere as dened using the thrust axis. The B

signal was then identied using the
expected peak in the distribution of mass dierence between the B

and B candidate track
combinations.
The eciency to detect conversion photons is suciently high above a laboratory energy
of about 300 MeV to allow their polar angle distribution in the B

rest frame to be measured
over the range cos 
H
>  0:4. The B

candidates were divided up into bins of cos 
H
and the
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contribution in each bin was obtained by tting the B

{B mass dierence distribution. The
result is shown in Fig. 6 together with a curve from a least squares t to the form of equation 8.
The 
00
matrix element evaluated for the B

is:

00
= 0:36  0:06  0:07 ;
where the rst error is statistical and the second systematic. The result is consistent with no
spin alignment.
The principal sources of systematic error on this measurement arose from the photon accep-
tance correction, which was a strong function of cos 
H
, and from the background subtraction
procedure. A full discussion of these eects is given in [45].
10 Summary and conclusions
In an analysis of inclusive vector meson production in Z
0
decay using the OPAL data, mea-
surements have been made for some helicity density matrix elements for (1020) at high x
E
,
for D

and for B

mesons. The diagonal elements were measured to be:

00
= 0:54  0:06 0:05 for (1020) at x
E
> 0:7

00
= 0:40  0:02 0:01 for D

mesons from c fragmentation

00
= 0:36  0:06 0:07 for a mixture of charged and neutral B

mesons
In the helicity{beam frame, o-diagonal elements were measured as:
Re 
1 1
=  0:11  0:05  0:05 for (1020) at x
E
> 0:7
Re 
1 1
=  0:039  0:014  0:007 for D

mesons with x
E
> 0:5
The results indicate that (1020) mesons containing the primary (anti)quark from the decay
of the Z
0
are produced with unequal populations of the three helicity states. The value of 
00
=
0:540:060:05 indicates that the helicity zero state is preferentially occupied. This result could
be consistent with models based on simple spin-counting arguments (which require 
00
 1=2)
although it would require rather a large suppression of pseudoscalar meson production in the
hadronisation. The result is in agreement with models where the (1020) couples to the primary
quark like a vector current.
The D

also has 
00
> 1=3, although the value is not as large as that for the (1020).
However, the result may be taken as a lower limit for direct D

production since decays of
orbitally excited D

mesons [47] may dilute any spin alignment in the D

signal. In the
statistical picture, 
00
> 1=3 would imply a vector to pseudoscalar ratio larger than 3; in fact,
the available measurements [48] tend to favour a value lower than 3. This suggests that some
other mechanism is responsible for the observed spin alignment.
The results for B

production agree with the other measurements at LEP, indicating no
evidence for spin alignment of the B

mesons. The absence of alignment is consistent with
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the simple statistical picture where the primary b quark hadronises to produce vector and
pseudoscalar mesons in the ratio of 3:1, as indeed is observed in the LEP experiments [10,11,45].
However, as with the D

, approximately 20% of the B

mesons may be decay products of the
orbitally excited B

states [49], and so some alignment of the primary contribution is not ruled
out.
O-diagonal elements of the spin density matrix have been determined for both the  and
the D

in the frame where the x{y plane is dened using the beam axis (the helicity{beam
frame). All measured elements are compatible with zero, with the exception of the element
Re 
1 1
for the D

which shows a small dierence from zero. Such a result is expected from
coherence (non-independent fragmentation) in the production process. For the  mesons the
o-diagonal elements in the helicity{quark frame are compatible with zero, although they have
large statistical errors due to the uncertainty in the original quark direction.
The measurements reported here show some evidence that spin plays a role in the production
dynamics of vector mesons from parton hadronisation at LEP energies. In most cases however,
the deviations from isotropy in the decay distributions are small, and similar measurements of
other vector mesons, such as 
0
, !, K

, K
0
and D
0
would clearly be useful in improving the
theoretical understanding of the role of spin in hadronisation.
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Figure 1: Two-particle invariant mass distribution of K
+
K
 
pairs with x
E
> 0.7 in the ranges
of decay angle (a) 0  jcos 
H
j < 1=3, (b) 1=3  jcos 
H
j < 2=3 and (c) 2=3  jcos 
H
j  1. The
points with error bars are the data. The solid histograms show the ts, with the background
components shown separately as dashed histograms.
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Figure 2: Corrected dierential rates for  mesons tted to (a) N(1  
00
+ (3
00
  1) cos
2

H
),
(b) N(1 + 2 Re 
1 1
cos 2jj), (c) N(1 + 2 Im
1 1
cos 2jj), where the overall normalisation
factors N and the spin density matrix elements are free parameters in the ts.
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Figure 3: Mass dierence distribution for the D

candidates with x
E
> 0:2, before applying
the M cut. The points show the signal sample and the line histogram the distribution of
the background obtained from wrong-charge, reected pion and reected pion wrong-charge
combinations. The errors on the data points are statistical only.
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Figure 5: The j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candidates for x
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> 0:5, tted
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